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Easter death toll

Doubled

At least 203 people died in road accidents over the
Easter weekend in SA, according to preliminary ¿gures released by the Road Traf¿c Management Corporation (RTMC) on Thursday, 28 April 2011. This is
nearly double the 2010 ¿gure of 105 fatalities. Numerous individuals perceive Easter as a time of death
due to the disheartening alarm of car accidents over
this timeframe – caused primarily by alcohol misuse.
In the North West, eleven people were killed in different accidents. The accident featured in this article
miraculously did not lead to a fatality. On Monday
evening, 25 April 2011 at approximately 19h10, (Rustenburg) a male driving an Audi slammed into the
back of a Toyota Tazz on the N4 Highway, between
the Rustenburg Waterfall Mall and the Helen Joseph
off-ramp.
The outcome: Both cars spun until they overturned,
occupants ¿nding themselves helpless and shocked.
The cause of the accident is unknown at this stage;
however, it is speculated that the Audi misjudged the
distance between himself and the Toyota and consequently crashed into the Toyota.
According to the driver of the Toyota, “I was totally
overwhelmed by the sudden accident – I did not know
what hit me until much later when I calmed down.”
Police on scene commented that no brake marks
were apparent on the tar surface, but they are currently investigating the case.
The Audi comprised of 1 male driver and the Toyota
of 4 persons (driver and 3 passengers); they were
transported by emergency personnel to respectively
the Peglerae- and the Job Shimankana Tabane Hospital. The patients sustained lacerations and abrasions and possible spinal injuries.
Comments received from well known locals: Butler
Matlapeng, Rustenburg Local Municipality, heeded
the community to be extra aware of dangers of the
road. “Do not only watch out for yourself, but also
be aware of other drivers and their inÀuence on you.
Drive safely and return safely.”
Roelof le Roux, Manager of Trauma Rescue, Rustenburg added, “Easter is a dif¿cult period for us, but
we stand strong in supporting anyone in distress.”

